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Taxpayers In Springfield Protest Pritzker's New
Middle Class Taxes
Springfield--Jim Tobin, President of Taxpayers United of America (TUA), and other taxpayer activists
staged a protest in the Illinois State Capitol Building on May 21. The protest was held in opposition to the
nearly endless demands for newer and high taxes proposed by Gov. Jay Robert “J. B.” Pritzker and other
tax thieves.
Tobin, who spoke to the crowd at the protest, had harsh words for the current Illinois Governor. “Pritzker
promised not to increase taxes on the middle class,” said Tobin. “He lied! Pritzker’s $2.4 Billion gasoline
tax increase is a tax increase on the middle class.”

Pritzker has promised many new regressive taxes that will largely hurt the poor and middle class. As
reported by the Chicago Tribune, some of the new taxes could be placed on ride-sharing, cable streaming,
alcohol purchases, plastic bag usage, parking garage fees, cigarettes, electric vehicles, car registration fees
and gasoline. These taxes are all regressive in nature, as they take up a larger share of an individual’s
income compared to other taxes.

Of all the regressive and anti-middle class taxes being pushed however, the taxes for “road improvement”
is the worst scam that Pritzker is pushing. As exposed in a Taxpayer Education Foundation study, a large
part of the gasoline taxes collected in Illinois are funneled into the bloated bureaucracy that is Chicago
government transit. This money is being stolen from non-Chicago taxpayers to fund lavish government
employee pensions and subsidize an obsolete, 19th Century transit system.
“The corpulent con man Pritzker is no savior of the middle class,” said Tobin. “He is determined to
pillage the Illinois middle class to enrich the Chicago government class. This is irresponsible and
legalized theft on a statewide scale.”
“That is why these grassroots protests are so important, now more than ever. We need to show Illinois
government that Illinois taxpayers will resist new tax increases every step of the way.”
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